[Double cancer observed from bladder cancer].
In recent years, despite of the improvement of treatment results for cancer and long life, the occurrence of second primary cancer was increased. In this paper, we analyzed present condition of double cancer observed with bladder cancer in our hospital. Last 21 years, we have treated 969 cases (828 male and 141 female) of primary bladder cancer. For those cases, we analyzed in term of frequency, involved organ, age, interval between two cancer occurrence, risk factor and prognosis of double cancer patients. Of 969 cases with bladder cancer, 81 cases (8.36%) had double cancer involving 6 cases (0.61%) of triple cancer. In sex, 70 males (9.78%) and 11 females (7.80%) had double cancer. As involved organs, 25 cases (3.02%) had in prostate, 23 cases (2.37%) in stomach, 3 case (2.13%) in breast, 14 cases (1.44%) in colon and rectum. In diagnosis timing of complicated cancer from bladder cancer, 28 cases (34.6%) were diagnosed previously to bladder, 28 cases (34.6%) were simultaneously and 31 cases (38.3%) were secondary. An average interval of diagnosis of two cancer were 49 +/- 42.5 months. An average age of occurrence of second cancer was 70.3 +/- 8.8 years. Actual survival rate from diagnosis of bladder cancer were 90.8%, 68.6%, 53.3% and 30.3%, after 1, 3, 5 and 10 years, respectively. Ten cases were dead by bladder cancer, 21 cases by complicated cancer and 16 cases by another cause. The incidence of double cancer with bladder cancer were increased. Prostate cancer, colorectal cancer and breast cancer were gradually increased as complicated organs in Japan. The prognosis of double cancer patients with bladder cancer was poor than single bladder cancer patients.